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Paul Hart is  interested in human interaction with the natural world whether this be traces of activity from the distant 
past or the more obvious present. His series usually concentrate on a specific geographical region, where he 
photographs intensively over a number of years. 


The Fens is a region of reclaimed marshland in the east of England which is now one of the richest arable areas in the 
UK. It is a landscape defined by volume agricultural production, human migration & long-term reclamation from the 
sea. Paul Hart has been photographing this landscape of agribusiness for the past eight years which has resulted in a 
planned three part series :  FARMED (2009-15) , DRAINED  (2016-17) and RECLAIMED (2018 -2019) which will be 
published in 2010 by Dewi Lewis.  The narrative examines the complex interrelation between humanity and nature 
and aims to raise important questions about human-altered topography and our occupation and stewardship of this 
land. By focusing on the often-overlooked elements in familiar vistas the aesthetics carry a documentary sensibility 
that allow the landscapes to define themselves. Hart employs traditional darkroom printing techniques and aims to 
convey something of the soulful in a landscape that is rarely considered of aesthetic merit.
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“Paul Hart is a photographer interested in the slow harvesting of hidden truth from the ordinary places that most of us 
pass by. He works in an unfashionable idiom with slow cumbrous equipment (not just old-fashioned analogue 
photography, but medium format analogue photography, slower still) in an unfashionable place. He seeks to find the bits 
of the land that speak their stories, and to transmit their importance in views which, typically, the absolute lack of 
melodrama demands slow looking and brings slow revelation. Hart’s placid, formally peaceful landscape is pregnant with 
stories that lurk in the mud or the mist. His magic lies in soliciting from his viewers the same half historical, half romantic 
reaction to ploughed fields and straight drainage ditches as he gets from them himself.”

Francis Hodgson, Professor in the culture of photography, Brighton University

“Among many other resonant lines in Walden, Thoreau wrote, “It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.” 
These words find fulfilment in the dedicated, delicate vision of Paul Hart. While other photographers dash to the corners 
of the earth to “discover” something new, Hart has realised that the challenge of seeing is great enough on its own and 
can be realised by simply opening your door and taking a fresh look at the world which is waiting, right in front of you.”

Alexander Strecker, LENSCULTURE

“Hart’s first book in his series, Farmed, to some extent shows what is now left behind… we are shown a land once used 
and then discarded by human progress. Drained doesn’t just extend this narrative, it deepens it by leading us further into 
the Fens along the waterways and roads we know to be man-made, and yet which feel so far from the modern world we 
now inhabit…Together the images in Drained say something to me about ideas of space and time in relation to human 
history. In Drained…I feel compelled to pause and look into each image - I feel I recognise it, but I don’t know it. The 
longer I look, the deeper I am drawn in. I am left with more questions than answers.” 

Tim Butcher, deputy editor fLIP Magazine

“This is an elegant and classical book design with ample white margins framing each photographic image that creates 
plenty of breathing room for the viewer. I appreciate the printing by EBS in Verona Italy who have a wonderful reputation 
in Europe for duo-tone printing of black and white subject books. The resulting book quality is wonderful and a joy to hold 
and read. I find that this body of work provides a sense of mediation when contemplating this sparse, yet beautiful, urban 
landscape. look at the world which is waiting, right in front of you.”

Douglas Stockdale, Editor Photobook Journal

“Hart’s empty agricultural landscapes are a revelation – his hand-made prints record subtle visual shifts in the vast 
farming landscapes of the Lincolnshire Fens, recording a part of England that is sparsely populated and rarely visited. 
There is a surprising majesty to the endless empty fields, framed by power lines and smothered in damp fog, and a 
specificity to each image. Hart’s practice is not about ‘being in the right place at the right time’ but rather the result of 
scrutiny and dedication over many years.”

Katy Baron, Director Michael Hoppen Gallery

This landscape of drainage ditches and flat arable land is not beautiful in the traditional sense - at times it feels as though 
the damp air is creeping into your bones - but seen through Hart’s eyes it seems to merit our attention. There is a 
quietness to this work that is hard to find in most contemporary photography. Images from the series have been 
shortlisted for the Wolf Suschitzky Photography Prize, and it’s easy to see why.”

Tracy Calder, Amateur Photographer Magazine
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